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asked to help improve militarytraining
methods.
Conditioning and Learning quickly
became a citation classic and reference
book in psychology. The text was never
revised by the originalauthors:Hilgard
channeledhis writingskills into a second
textbook, Theoriesof Learning,whereas
Marquismoved into a vigorouscareerin
social psychology. Conditioning and
Learning was eventually revised and
substantiallyupdated 13 years later by
Gregory Kimble. The original text was
so respected and lionized that Kimble
graciouslyincludedin the title the original authors' names, viz., Hilgard and
Marquis' Conditioning and Learning
(Kimble, 1961). Kimble's revision continued the tradition of being a widely
used and cited textbook and reference
work.

THEORIES OF LEARNING
Theoriesof Learningbecame the defining survey textbook for hundredsof
teachers who organized their lectures
aroundit. It also served as a prototype
for later survey textbooks and courses in
social, personality, and developmental
psychology. This early text set forth the
basic distinction between stimulusresponse, behavioral,and gestalt or field
theories of learning. Hilgard viewed
these families of theories as differingon
several basic issues, such as the causal
power of a training history versus the
contemporaryfield situation, the influence of memoryversus perceptualinterpretations in determining behavior,
whether analysis of "whole" experiences into constituentelements captures
or misses criticalaspects of a psychological account, and whetherto embraceor
eschew mentalistic constructs such as
imagesandideas (in contrastto muscular
reactions).
Hilgardviewed the latter contrastsas
modernversions of the philosopher'sancient problem of whether (or how) we
can know other people's minds. On the
one side are the methodologicalbehaviorists, who claim that it is impossibleto
know other people's minds, since we are
limited to observing their objective behavior;on the other side are the mentalists, who claim that we know other
minds by analogyand projection,attrib-
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Hilgard on Learning
uting to others psychological entities
(thoughts,beliefs, desires, feelings) similar to our own.
The cognitive psychologists' argumentsopposingextremeforms of stimulus-response behaviorism were already
well summarized by Hilgard in this
1948 text, which was characterizedby
Hilgard's catholic scholasticism alongside his unprejudicedwillingnessto considercommonsense andphenomenalexperience as worthy sources of information about how humansoperate.
Expositionandcomparisonof the major learning theories was aided by
Hilgard'sdevice of guessinghow the theorists would answer a standard set of
questions, such as these: What are the
limits of learning?What is the role of
practice? How important are motives
and incentives in learning?What place
is accorded to insight and understanding? Does learning one thing help us
learn something else? What happens
whenwe rememberand when we forget?
Throughoutlater editions of the book,
these questionscontinuedto serve as an
organizingframeworkfor comparingthe
differenttheories.
The first editionof Theoriesof Learning was organizedprimarilyaccordingto
major psychologists whose names attached to their theoreticalideas or positions- Thorndike, Guthrie, Hull, Skinner, Lewin, Wheeler, and Tolman. The
only "schools" of psychology that
earneda chapterwere functionalism,gestalttheory, and miscellaneousfollowers
of field conceptions such as Lashley,
Muenzinger, and Maier. This "big
names" approachto the book's organization continued throughout later editions, with new chapters on Freud and
Piaget added as those on Wheeler and
Lewin were taken out because of lessening influence on learning researchers.
Later editions (Hilgard& Bower, 1966,
1975)added chapters to cover new developments, such as theories of reinforcement and motivation, and special
areas, such as mathematicalmodels, informationprocessing theories, theories
of instruction,and the neurophysiology
of learning.
As Hilgard'sresearchintereststurned
increasingly to hypnosis rather than
learning,startingwith the thirdeditionof
Theoriesof Learningin 1966, he invited
me to draftthese chapterson new devel-

opmentsand help updatethe older chapters. Later editions (Hilgard& Bower,
1975;Bower & Hilgard,1981)addednew
materialto all the older chaptersto demonstrate how the "big name" theories
continued to address contemporaryissues. Over successive editions, the text
graduallyexpandedto nearlyfour times
its original length as it became more
comprehensive.
Theoriesof Learningbecame an immediatecitationclassic and standardreference work. Succeedinggenerationsof
psychologists studied it in countless
courses and training programs. Every
survey of "most recommendedtexts for
psychology Ph.D. prelim exams" has
found Theoriesof Learning(or its revisions) amongthe top two to five (Solso,
1979, 1987; Sundberg, 1960). However,
with the gradual decline of interest in
global theories of behavior, the landscape of psychologycurriculahas slowly
changed so that learningtheory is now
taughtincreasinglyas a subpartof more
specialized courses, such as courses on
conditioningand animallearningor human learning. Also, the cognitive revolution has shiftedthe focus of the curriculum in experimentalpsychology away
from learningtheory courses and more
toward courses in cognitive psychology
or human memory and cognition. Although there is clearly renewed interest
in learning among cognitive scientists
(Anderson,1983, 1993;Singley& Anderson, 1989) and connectionists (Rumelhart & McClelland,1986), the issues of
greatest concern to participantsin this
resurgenceare outsidethe focus of Theories of Learning.

overdrawn, because even a casual perusal suggests that he did give voice to a
number of very important ideas scattered throughouthis writings on learning. For example, he suggestedearly on
that stimulus-response concepts were
too restrictive and probably should be
replacedby cognitive concepts, and that
an organism'sbehaviorin a novel situation should be viewed as a problemsolving attempt (a "provisional try")
ratherthan the runningoff of habits. He
also effectively countered a popular
view, held by many early comparative
psychologists, that for a psychological
process to be scientificallyrespectableit
hadto be demonstratedto occur in lower
animals. On the contrary, Hilgard suggested (1948)that "only if a process demonstrablein human learningcan also
be demonstratedin lower animalsis the
comparativemethod useful in studying
it" (p. 329). In short, the study of human
experience is importantin its own right
regardlessof whether animal models of
particular phenomena can be found.
Hilgard also warned against too rapid
confinementof learningresearchto just
a few laboratoryparadigmssuch as eyeblinkconditioning,rats in mazes and operant chambers, and rote memorization
of nonsense syllables. He recommended
instead that researchersreturnto more
naturalisticobservationsof learningas it
occurs in schools or in everyday life
(Hilgard,1948,p. 351). This was an early
call for more "ecologicalvalidity"to the
increasinglysterile laboratorystudies of
learning. It was a call that evoked a
strongresponsefromlaterresearchersin
militaryand industrialtrainingcontexts,
in appliedbehavioralanalysis, and in educationalsettings.

HILGARD AS CRITIC
AND SYNTHESIZER
FINAL COMMENT
Throughhis many textbooks and review chapters, Hilgard earned a welldeserved reputation as a person who
could synthesize and synopsize major
theories and findings in learning. However, in his autobiography (Hilgard,
1974), he wrote somewhat regretfully
that his ability to compare and write
sympatheticallyabout conflicting theories led him to an eclecticism that may
have prevented him from developing
many originalcontributionsof his own.
Hilgard's self-effacement may be

Rereading these eminent books renews one's appreciationof the considerable talents of Hilgard as a reviewer,
synthesizer, arbiter, and organizer of
vast bodies of psychological research.
Here was a consummate scholar who
was open-mindedand had a greatgift for
sympathizingwith and understandinga
varietyof theoristswith conflictingviewpoints. He served as a reliableintegrator
and objective commentatorthroughouta
scientific history filled with intellectual
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battles and often rancorous debates. The
entire field, and generations of psychologists, owes Hilgard a vote of thanks for
his intellectual efforts. It was entirely fitting that he was voted a recipient of the
American Psychological Association's
Distinguished Scientific Contributions
Award in 1967 and the American Psychological Foundation's Gold Medal
Award for a Lifetime of Contributions to
Psychology in 1978. We do indeed salute
him with respect and affection . . . and
with no little envy of his continuing intellectual and physical vitality into his
90th year!
- I want to thank E.R.
Acknowledgments
Hilgard,who helped me greatly with my
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